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Abstract—Social value studies are often applied to people’s lives to measure the good or bad of an act or object valued. This study discussed social values in Jalur dance, which develops in the Kuantan Singingi community. This study employed a qualitative approach, while the method used was descriptive analysis. The data were collected through a literature study, interviews, and documentation studies. Based on preliminary studies, the movements in Jalur dance have social values. Historically, this dance depicts the social life of the Kuantan Singingi community having social activities such as the tradition of Pacu Jalur that is often carried out by the Kuantan Singingi community. Pacu Jalur is always conducted on special occasions such as events commemorating Muslim holidays: Eid al-Fitr, Eid al-Adha, the Prophet's birthday, or commemorating the new year of Hijri. During the colonial period, the Pacu Jalur event was used as an activity to commemorate the birthday of Queen Wilhelmina (the Queen of the Netherlands). This activity is usually held in November each year. After Indonesian independence, the Pacu Jalur festival was held to commemorate the Independence Day of the Republic of Indonesia [22,23]. Nowadays, Pacu Jalur starts from April at the district level, and peaks in August in the city of Teluk Kuantan joined by every district in Kuantan Singingi Regency, neighboring districts, provinces, and also neighboring countries.

The existence of Jalur dance in Riau Province, especially in Kuantan Singingi community, is inspired by the cultural activities of Pacu Jalur carried out by the community that has been going on since the colonial era until now [24]. In certain community groups, this dance is always associated with society’s belief [25–27]. This is because, in the same position, the existence of art is always associated with religious issues [28–31]. It can be seen as Jalur dance performances are always displayed on Islamic holidays. The study of dance will help understand societal problems [32–36]. Dance is the language of emotions and expressions [37–39] of an individual or society to convey all the desires of the feelings of their soul. A dance can underlie the philosophy of a society [40–43].

Jalur dance, as one of the Kuantan Singingi community’s cultural identities, has a unique form of presentation. This uniqueness can be developed into one of the teaching materials for dance materials in learning cultural arts in schools. This dance is categorized as a pair dance that can be performed by two or more dancers in pairs. The Jalur dance movements consist of searching for wood, worshiping, chopping wood, mencaruk (punching holes in the body of wood), bathing, maelo (pulling) the path, and racing. These movements are full of social values that can be applied to students in learning dance to improve their cooperation in learning cultural arts.

The purpose of this research is expected to provide an overview of the social values contained in Jalur dance that has developed in the Kuantan Singingi community. The problem in this study is more focused on studying social values in the Jalur dance from the aspect of the meaning of motion that is
displayed in the Jalur dance. Hence, this research is considered important as an effort to preserve the culture of the Kuantan Singingi community in educating the public about the meaning of values in the Jalur dance in Riau Province.

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This research was carried out using a qualitative paradigm with the approach of entochoreology, sociology, and ethnography. These methods were employed to get an overview of the social values in the Jalur dance that has developed in the Kuantan Singingi community. Meanwhile, data were collected through direct observations and interviews from sources of information obtained by the researcher so that the researcher could obtain a comprehensive picture of the objects under study following the circumstances and facts in the field.

A. Research Participants

There were three participants (one choreographer, one dancer, one Kuantan Singingi community leader) from several participants who were considered capable of sharing data and information about social values in Jalur dance. The three participants were interviewed regarding issues that become the focus of discussion in this research. Interviews with choreographers were conducted to obtain information about the material or ideas that would be used, form of presentation, motion, the meaning of motion, and other concepts related to Jalur dance. The second interview with the dancer was to reveal information about the material of motion transferred from the choreographer to the dancer (impressions and messages) regarding the movements learned when studying the Jalur dance. The third interview was conducted with Kuantan Singingi community leader to obtain information about cultural activities carried out by the community related to the Pacu Jalur tradition.

Data analysis was performed using data triangulation techniques. The data triangulation technique is used to check the validity of the data obtained so that they are valid. This technique is often used in qualitative research to gain confidence regarding the correctness of research data found during research [44].

III. RESULTS

A. Background of the Creation Process of Jalur Dance

The story behind the creation of Jalur dance has to do with the community activities that support it. The dance describes a community’s traditions and becomes one of the cultural products of the community of Kuantan Singingi Regency, Riau Province. In its tradition, the people of Kuantan Singingi always carry out Pacu Jalur Tradition. This tradition is held in the form of a fast race against the Kuantan river using a traditional boat from Kuantan Singingi Regency. The type of boat used by the participants, often referred to as Anak Pacu, is a type of traditional boat made by the local community. The boat itself has a length of 30 meters or more with a diameter of about 2 meters. The boat used comes from a tree chiseled by a group of people, and the result is a boat used in Pacu Jalur, which is always held by the people of Kuantan Singingi Regency. One example of the occasion carrying out Pacu Jalur is commemorating the Prophet's birthday or celebrating the Hijri New Year. This type of boat can accommodate about 40 to 60 people.

In the Great Dictionary of the Indonesian Language, Pacu means a sharp object or toothed wheel attached to the heel of a shoe (worn by a horse rider), to trigger a horse to run fast. While Jalur means a straight column; broad line; wide strip; 2. the space between two lines on a large surface; 3. a space extending between two rows of plants; 4. rails; 5. a space extending between two straight lines; the space between the single play line and the dual play line. Meanwhile, in the context of this research, the term Pacu Jalur means a canoe rowing competition or traditional boat race held at Batuang Narosa Edge, Kuantan River, Taluk Kuantan, Kuantan Singingi Regency, Riau Province. In addition, the term Jalur means a longboat made of wood with a length of about 25-30 meters with a diameter of 1-2 meters.

In its development, Jalur dance was first created in 1990 by a choreographer, Zainal Abidin. One of the motivations for the creation of the dance was because he was requested by the Regent of Indragiri Hulu, Rukiyat Syaifudin. The Regent asked Zainal Abidin to create Jalur dance in order to celebrate the first national event of Pacu Jalur in 1991. Since it was first performed in Pacu Jalur event, Jalur dance has always been performed in Pacu Jalur event. It is often performed in several other events such as in various traditional art performances in Riau Province.

B. Form of Jalur Dance Presentation

Jalur dance is a new creation dance that collaborates local traditional dance idioms with new creative forms inspired by Pacu Jalur activity held by the people of Kuantan Singingi, Riau. One of the characteristics of this type of dance is that the pattern is different from existing forms in its expression. The movements created in the Jalur dance are in various forms, such as the movement to find wood, worshiping, making konji, cutting trees, mencaruk (scratching), throwing away, bathing, maelo, and racing. As mentioned earlier, all of those are new forms of movements created by a choreographer in efforts to interpret and express the activities of the Kuantan Singingi community of Riau province in a series of activities in participating in Pacu Jalur tradition. The dance movements created by the choreographer intends to provide values and messages related to the process of the Kuantan Singingi people of Riau Province in preparing themselves to participate in the Pacu Jalur activity. The activity starts from looking for wood into the forest to make a lane or longboat, up to the dancers’ portrayal when swinging the boat rowing, on which the local people call the boat as Jalur.

One of the newly created dance work caharacteristics is that it has a novelty from the previous traditional form. Therefore,
most of the new dance creations are in great demand by the audience [45]. In the case of Jalur dance, it gives a new nuance to the appreciators of dance in the Kuantan Singingi community of Riau province in presenting a new form of dance that shows the local spirit community. The spirit of gotong-royong, cooperating, and helping, become the strength of the theme in carrying out the identity of the Kuantan Singingi community, Riau.

C. Structure of Movement of Jalur Dance

Several concepts of creative dance work always emphasize the three concepts: the emphasis on the concept of action, creativity, and encouragement to fulfill the aesthetic needs of dance [46]. This theory can also be seen in the lineage dance work developed by the choreographer to fulfill dance aesthetics in accordance with the purpose of the dance creation. Jalur dance is very thick with elements of choreographer’s creativity in actualizing Pacu Jalur tradition’s image in his dance works. This image be seen from the structure of Jalur dance movement as follows.

1) Searching for wood movement: The movement to search for the wood is the initial movement of Jalur dance. This movement is carried out from outside the stage by forming a diagonal floor pattern with two lines between male dancers and female dancers. This motion includes a meaningful motion (gesture) which describes a person going into the rimbo (forest) because the road to the rimbo has a lot of bushes, twigs, and branches that hinder the journey, so the bushes, the twigs, and the branches must be cleaned to make a smooth passage.

2) Worshipping movement: Worship movement is a form of gesture of worship using a low level. This form of motion uses more head and hand movements. When viewed from the shape of the motion, this movement is a meaningful motion (gesture). This worship movement aims to ask permission to the host of the tree before the tree is cut, and the surrounding community often calls it mambang.

3) Mangonji movement: The movement of mangonji is a gesture that mimics a person squeezing flour performed by female dancers using a low level of motion and is more dominant in hand movements. Mangonji movement is a category of gesture motion. In this movement, female dancers move like mothers who are wringing flour. The relationship between mangonji movement and Jalur dance is that the activity of mangonji becomes one of the activities of women in making traditional foods of Teluk Kuantan, which can always be found in every big event held by Teluk Kuantan community.

4) Manobang movement: The movement of mangonji is a gesture that mimics a person squeezing flour performed by female dancers using a low level of motion and is more dominant in hand movements. Mangonji movement is a category of gesture motion. In this movement, female dancers move like mothers who are wringing flour. The relationship between mangonji movement and Jalur dance is that the activity of mangonji becomes one of the activities of women in making traditional foods of Teluk Kuantan, which can always be found in every big event held by Teluk Kuantan community.

5) Mencaruk movement: This movement is performed by male dancers, in a vertical pattern in a circle. This movement is done by rotating in a semicircle with a hand’s swing up and down like a person making a hole. This rotation of the hand follows the direction of the rotation of the footsteps. Mencaruk movement is classified as a meaningful motion or gesture. This movement depicts the lane-making workers making holes or cavities in the wood used as the lane. The movement is faster and more agile than manobang or cutting down trees.

6) Throwing out movement: The throwing movement describes the movement of a person throwing away scratching the wood. This movement is performed by male dancers. From the form of motion, this movement of throwing away is classified as a meaningful motion or gesture. When viewed from the shape of the motion, this movement provides an image or meaning of throwing away a thing. This throwing away movement is not a pure form of throwing away, but has been refined into a form of dance.

7) Bathing movement: The bathing movement depicts the ancient times of the people of Teluk Kuantan. They did all of their activities in the Kuantan River, such as daily activities, trading, etc. Meanwhile, the wood seekers who have finished making Jalur will go to the Kuantan River to bathe or clean up (interview with Maifadal Muin).

8) Maelo movement: This movement is performed by men and women in a row pattern and using the rower property. Maelo’s movement also gives a meaning of cooperation or solidarity, because maelo means pulling Jalur. Maelo Jalur movement is a category of moving motion or locomotion.

9) Racing movement: The racing movement is classified as pure motion, and the form of the motion resembles a person racing. The racing motion uses a low level and consists of three tempo forms, namely fast, medium, and slow. The movement is purely like those racing on the banks of Narosa.

D. Social Values in Jalur Dance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Result of Study</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Theme of Dance</td>
<td>Provide an overview of the activities of the Kuantan Singingi community in doing gotong royong, working together, helping each other in preparing their groups to participate in Pacu Jalur tradition.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2</th>
<th>The Concept of Movement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The movement to search for the wood, to worship, mangonji, manobang, mencurak, movement of throwing out, movement of bathing, muela, and racing movement are the concepts of working on movements that emphasize more on the description of the social activities of the Kuantan Singingi community in taking parts in Pacu Jalur tradition activities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3</th>
<th>Organizing Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Jalur dance is mostly performed in community activities that aim to tie the social values of the local community to work together, cooperate with each other, and help each other in organizing the Pacu Jalur tradition which is always displayed in events commemorating Muslim holidays, such as Eid al Adha.

IV. CONCLUSION

Based on previous explanation, the researcher draws the following conclusions.

- The social values in Jalur dance emphasize the description of the traditional activities of the community of Kuantan Singingi, Riau Province, in organizing Pacu Jalur events. The tradition is always held in certain events, such as events commemorating Muslim holidays, for example, Eid Al-Adha.

- Social values in Jalur dance are expressed through some of the main movements, namely searching for wood, worship, mangonji, manobang, mencurak, throwing away, bathing, muela, and racing. To summarize, Jalur dance movement depicts Pacu Jalur activity. Thus, Pacu Jalur movement is a visualization of the imitation of social activities, which is used as an inspiration for movement in Jalur dance.
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